
Review of Learning:

• Can you remember any quotes for Inspector Goole (look through your 
copy of the play if you need to). 

• Match these quotes up to the words used to describe Inspector 
Goole. 

• Use your knowledge and understanding of Inspector Goole to explain 
any other word choices. 



Inspector Goole
KL: to explore the character of Inspector Goole.



Edna: (opening door, and announcing) Inspector Goole.

(The Inspector enters, and Edna goes, closing door after her. The 

Inspector need not be a big man but he creates at once an 

impression of massiveness, solidity and purposefulness. He is a man 

in his fifties, dressed in a plain darkish suit of the period. He speaks 

carefully, weightily, and has a disconcerting habit of looking hard 

at the person he addresses before actually speaking.)

Inspector: Mr Birling?

Birling: Yes. Sit down inspector.

Inspector: (sitting) Thank you, sir.

Birling: Have a glass of port – or a little whisky?

Inspector: No, thank you, Mr Birling. I'm on duty.

Birling: You're new, aren't you?

Inspector: Yes, sir. Only recently transferred.

Birling: I thought you must be. I was an alderman for years – and 

lord mayor two years ago – and I’m still on the bench – so I know 

the Brumley police offices pretty well – and I thought I’d never seen 

you before.

Inspector: Quite so.

TASK #1 – Complete single word analysis 

on the words highlighted in the stage 

directions. What can you infer about the 

Inspector based on them?

TASK #2 – ‘He speaks carefully, 

weightily…’ – What do these adverbs 

suggest about the Inspector?

TASK #3 – Why do you think the 

Inspector looks ‘hard’ at the person he 

addresses before speaking?

TASK #4 – How do you think Priestley wants the 

audience to react to the Inspector when they 

first see him enter?

TASK #5 – The Inspector’s lines are short and 

blunt compared to how Mr Birling speaks. 

Why?

TASK #6 – Why does Mr Birling mention his 

societal positions to the Inspector?



• What is the inspector’s final message?

• How does this link to Priestley’s message?



‘But just remember this. One Eva Smith has 

gone- but there are millions and millions 

and millions of Eva Smiths and John Smiths 

still left with us, with their lives, their hopes 

and fears, their suffering and chance of 

happiness, all intertwined with our lives, 

with what we think and say and do. We 

don’t live alone. We are members of one 

body. We are responsible for each other. 

And I tell you that the time will soon come 

when, if men will not learn that lesson, they 

will be taught it in fire and blood and 

anguish. Good night.

TASK #1 – What is Priestley’s view about 

the importance of society?

TASK #2 – When addressed to an 

audience in 1946, what is Priestley’s 

message to the audience at the end of 

the speech?

TASK #3 – Identify a language technique 

used, and explain its effect.

TASK #4 - Why does Priestley use the Inspector 

to deliver this speech?

TASK #5 – Why does Priestley use such 

common names?

TASK #5 – Why does Priestley use such 

common names?



If you were there, what would you say to the 
Inspector and why?



Review of learning

Same Changed

Eva Smith is still dead Sheila and Gerald are no 

longer engaged

Same setting Sheila and Eric’s 

relationship has 

strengthened

‘You’re ready to go on in the 

same old way…’

The Inspector is about to 

leave. What has changed 
and what has stayed the 

same? How has the Inspector 

helped to aid this change?

Extra Challenge:
Why does the play open and 

close in the same room, on 

the same evening, with the 

same characters?



The Inspector’s final speech
KL: to explore the impact of the final speech on the characters.



YOUR TASK: THE FINAL SPEECHES

Eric – ‘And I agree with Sheila. It frightens me too.’

Note down the quotations and explain how each character has changed and developed and what 

they have learned since the beginning of the play. Which themes does Eric link to?



YOUR TASK: THE FINAL SPEECHES

Mrs Birling – ‘They’re over-tired. In the morning they’ll be amused 
as we are.’

Note down the quotations and explain how each character has changed and developed and what 

they have learned since the beginning of the play. Which themes does Mrs Birling relate to?



YOUR TASK: THE FINAL SPEECHES

Mr Birling – ‘That was the Police. A girl has just died – on her way to the infirmary – after 
swallowing some disinfectant. And a police inspector is on his way here – to ask some –

questions –’

Is there any significance in the fact that Mr. Birling delivers the first and last lines in the play?



YOUR TASK: THE FINAL SPEECHES

Gerald – ‘Everything’s all right now, Sheila. What about this ring?’

Note down the quotations and explain how each character has changed and developed and what 

they have learned since the beginning of the play. Which themes does Gerald relate to?



YOUR TASK: THE FINAL SPEECHES

Sheila – ‘No, not yet. It’s too soon. I must think.’

Note down the quotations and explain how each character has changed and developed and what 

they have learned since the beginning of the play. Which themes does Sheila relate to?



SO WHO IS THE INSPECTOR?

The Inspector could be 

responsibility personified. 

Perhaps he is the guilty 

conscience of the Birlings.



Review of learning: 

• How are each of the characters responsible for Eva Smith’s death?



Writing in Role
KL: to write in role as one of the characters. 



Task

Write a conversation between the Inspector and one of the other 
characters of your choice. 



Character:

Impact on Eva Smith’s death:

Taken responsibility or not?

Why?

Ideas for conversation:

(From your character’s points of view).

Inspector’s response:

Things to consider before 
writing your conversation.



Success criteria:

 Do I show a good understanding of the character and the inspector 

Do I use a range of vocabulary

Do I use a range of sentences


